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	"Sharp, humorous, recognizable! Highly recommended." Simon Rozendaal, Science editor Elsevier Weekly ---- Egalitarianism is stronger than ever with quotas for female executives, gender neutral toilets, and courses against prejudice. A teasing joke can suffice to be labelled a racist, sexist or fascist. Educators and politicians also agree: prejudices are wrong, diversity is our strength, and we are all equal. But is that really true? Frank Karsten challenges readers to consider a different view. He argues that the fierce fight against discrimination actually causes more exclusion and polarisation. This bold and groundbreaking book offers a welcome counter-argument to anyone who doubts today's egalitarian ideals. ---- Visit discriminationmyth.com
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Genetic Algorithms in Java BasicsApress, 2015

	Genetic Algorithms in Java Basics is a brief introduction to solving problems using genetic algorithms, with working projects and solutions written in the Java programming language. This brief book will guide you step-by-step through various implementations of genetic algorithms and some of their common applications, with the aim to...
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Illustrator CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Adobe insider Ted Alspach helps you unlock the power of Illustrator CS4

If you rely on Illustrator every day, you can't afford to be behind the curve. This comprehensive guide is just what you need to become current and stay that way, from drawing basics to advanced techniques. Adobe expert Ted Alspach reveals the latest on Illustrator...
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C++ High Performance: Boost and optimize the performance of your C++17 codePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write code that scales across CPU registers, multi-core, and machine clusters

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore concurrent programming in C++
	
			Identify memory management problems
	
			Use SIMD and STL containers for performance improvement
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Photoshop Finishing TouchesPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're primarily interested in finishing touches--the million  creative ways you can use your favorite software to improve, polish,  and add pizzazz to your images--this is the book for you! The first  book devoted exclusively to the topic, Finishing Touches for Photoshop  CS2 offers a treasure chest of creative finishing techniques. With...
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Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2008

	Hey, reader. Thanks for reading and/or buying my book. I am really thankful for it.


	What is programming? Programming, according to Dictionary.com, is ‘‘a set of coded instructions that enables a machine, especially a computer, to perform a desired sequence of operations.’’ In other words, programming allows...
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Six Sigma and Beyond:  Design for Six Sigma, Volume VICRC Press, 2002
This volume addresses design improvement from the perspective of prevention by introducing readers to the tools of the Six Sigma design process, and discusses DFSS (DCOV), and provides linkages between the traditional DMAIC and the DFSS model.

In this volume of the Six Sigma and Beyond series, quality engineering expert D.H....
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